Preface

During the second half of the twentieth century, computing and computation theory were established as part of a common academic discipline. One distinctive aspect of computation theory is the importance of its notations: Programming languages like Algol 60, Scheme, and Smalltalk are significant and studied in their own right, because they provide the means for expressing the very essence of computation. This “essence” is formalized within the subareas of computational complexity, program design and analysis, and program transformation.

This volume presents state-of-the-art aspects of the essence of computation — computational complexity, program analysis, and program transformation — by means of research essays and surveys written by recognized experts in the three areas.

An Appreciation of Neil D. Jones

Aside from the technical orientation of their writings, a thread that connects all the authors of this volume is that all of them have worked with Prof. Neil D. Jones, in the roles of student, colleague, and, in one case, mentor. The volume’s authors wish to dedicate their articles to Neil on the occasion of his 60th birthday.

The evolution of Neil Jones’s career parallels the evolution of computation theory itself; indeed, inspiration and influence from Neil is evident throughout the area he studied and helped shape. The following survey (and reference list) of Neil’s work is necessarily selective and incomplete but will nonetheless give the reader a valid impression of Neil’s influence on his field.

Born on March 22, 1941, in Centralia, Illinois, USA, Neil studied first at Southern Illinois University (1959–1962) and then at the University of Western Ontario, Canada (1962–1967), where he worked first under the supervision of Satoru Takasu (who later led the Research Institute of Mathematical Sciences at Kyoto) and then under Arto Salomaa (now at the University of Turku). During this period, Neil led the development of one of the first, if not the very first, Algol 60 compilers in North America [5,34]. The problems and issues raised by implementing perhaps the quintessential programming language would stimulate Neil for decades to come.

During his tenure as a faculty member at Pennsylvania State University (1967–1973), Neil established himself as an expert in formal language theory and computability, distinguishing himself with his breakthrough solution to the “spectrum” problem, jointly with Alan Selman [6,7,36]. Appreciating the significance of the fast-growing academic discipline of computing science, Neil authored the first computation-theory text specifically oriented towards computing scientists, Computability Theory: An Introduction [8], which was one of the first volumes published in the newly established ACM Monograph series.

Neil’s scholarly work at Pennsylvania State laid the foundation for his move to the University of Kansas in 1973, where Neil provided a crucial push to the
blossoming area of computational complexity: His seminal research papers [9, 23, 24] introduced and developed the complexity classes of polynomial time and log space, and they defined and applied the now classic technique of log-space reduction for relating computational problems.

Neil’s continuing interest in programming languages influenced his research in computational complexity, which acquired the innovative aspect of exploiting the notations used to code algorithms in the proofs of the complexity properties of the algorithms themselves. Key instances of these efforts were published in collaboration with Steven Muchnick at the University of Kansas [26, 27].

Around 1978, programming-language analysis moved to the forefront of Neil’s research. Neil Jones was perhaps the first computing scientist to realize the crucial role that binding times play in the definition and implementation of a programming language: Early binding times support detailed compiler analysis and fast target code, whereas late binding times promote dynamic behavior of control and data structure and end-user freedom. His text with Steven Muchnick, *Tempo: A Unified Treatment of Binding Time and Parameter Passing Concepts* [28], remains to this day the standard reference on binding-time concepts.

Implicit in the *Tempo* text was the notion that a program could be mechanically analyzed to extract the same forms of information that are communicated by early binding times. This intuition led Neil to develop several innovative data-flow analysis techniques [11, 25, 29–32], coedit a landmark collection of seminal papers on flow analysis and program analysis, *Program Flow Analysis: Theory and Applications* [43], and coauthor an influential survey paper [33].

A deep understanding of compiler implementation, coupled with many insights into binding times and flow analysis, stimulated Neil to explore aspects of compiler generation from formal descriptions of programming language syntax and semantics. While visiting Aarhus University, Denmark, in 1976-77, Neil encountered the just developed denotational-semantics format, which served as a testbed for his subsequent investigations into compiler generation. His own efforts, e.g., [35, 39, 42], plus those of his colleagues, as documented in the proceedings of a crucial workshop organized by Neil in 1980 [10], display a literal explosion of innovative techniques that continue to influence compiler generation research.

In 1981, Neil accepted a faculty position at the University of Copenhagen, where he was promoted to Professor. His research at Copenhagen was a culmination of the research lines followed earlier in his career: Building on his knowledge in complexity and program analysis, Neil developed a theory of program transformation, which now constitutes a cornerstone of the field of *partial evaluation*.

The story goes somewhat like this: Dines Bjørner introduced Neil to Andrei Ershov’s theory of “mixed computation” — a theory of compilation and compiler generation stated in terms of interpreter self-interpretation (self-application). Intrigued by the theory’s ramifications, Neil and his research team in Copenhagen worked on the problem and within a year developed the first program — a *partial evaluator* — that generated from itself a compiler generator by means of self-application [37]. The crucial concept needed to bring Ershov’s theory to life
was a flow analysis for calculating binding times, a concept that only Neil was perfectly posed to understand and apply!

The programming of the first self-applicable partial evaluator “broke the dam,” and the flood of results that followed showed the practical consequences of partial-evaluation-based program transformation [2–4,12–16,20,22,38,44]. Along with Bjørner and Ershov, Neil co-organized a partial-evaluation workshop in Gammel Avernæs, Denmark, in October 1987. The meeting brought together the leading minds in program transformation and partial evaluation and was perhaps the first truly international computing science meeting, due to the presence of a significant contingent of seven top researchers from Brezhnev’s USSR [1].

Neil coauthored the standard reference on partial evaluation in 1993 [21].

Coming full circle at the end of the century, Neil returned to computational complexity theory, blending it with his programming languages research by defining a family of Lisp-like mini-languages that characterize the basic complexity classes [18, 19]. His breakthroughs are summarized in his formidable text, *Computability and Complexity from a Programming Perspective* [17], which displays a distinctive blend of insights from complexity, program analysis, and transformation, which could have come only from a person who has devoted a career to deeply understanding all three areas.

If his recent work is any indication [40,41], Neil’s investigations into the essence of computation are far from finished!
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